These are some of the best features/highlights of the Smartpen from Livescribe. Just click on the colored words to links.

What does the Smartpen do?
- basics of paper replay - video
- Adapt a test with a Sticky note -video here
- Take notes in class - example
- Pre-writing ideas verbally as part of the writing process
  - mindmap
- Communicate ideas/instructions to others
  - Linking pencast to your website - example
  - Send e-mail pencast to others - using connect ($15 app) allows you to email from smartpaper notebook
  - from desktop software - here
- 60 ways to use the smartpen
  - here and K12 idea book lite version here

What does the desktop software do?
- Access pencast, saves notes forever, easily search through all words, e-mail pencast, link to your website
- Smartpen Desktop Basics video

Can I delete the recording?
- Link on how to remove it from Smartpen completely

Where do I get a Smartpen?
- Link to my handout of vendors - be sure to call first to confirm prices as they usually decrease

What else is interesting about the Smartpen?
- Link to many other items I have about the Smartpen
- Nice form to have student's complete to use use Smartpen in your school that give guidelines for responsible use of audio
  - Good article summarizing legal concerns
  - Sumner testimonial videos - here
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